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TO 
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The greatest show 
on Earth, 
Made in Italy.

‘Forest of Life’. Architectural project: Sou Fujimoto Architects. Photo copyright: Sirius
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Remote support: 
the future 
in a new light.
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Virgen de el Panecillo - Quito, Ecuador

BREATHING LIFE 
INTO LIGHT

Illumination is a unique kind of magic. 
And with the right light in the right place at the right 
time, the ordinary can become truly extraordinary.

Light is vision. Light is art. In the hands 

of the best lighting designers, light comes 

alive, transforming everything it touches, 

igniting passion everywhere it falls.

At DTS, we create tools for breathing life 

into light. We design and build state-of-the-art 

lighting solutions to excite, amaze and inspire. 

Illuminating shapes, lighting up emotions. 

Working closely with lighting designers, 

we have spent over 30 years developing 

unrivalled expertise, applying 

the timeless value of Italian craftsmanship 

to everything we do.

And that’s not all. Through workshops 

with leading figures, we constantly strive 

to promote the lighting profession, pursuing 

our mission: to elevate the culture of light.



PROUDLY MADE IN ITALY

It’s no accident they call it the Bel Paese: the beautiful 
country. Italy is a country where beauty matters, 

craftsmanship counts, and quality shines.

The age-old Italian tradition of skilled 

artisanship is alive and well. In fashion 

and design, art and architecture, 

there is always an attention to detail, 

and an understanding of the need 

to tailor materials, lines and colours 

for radiant results.

So we are proud that the products, 

which DTS distributes to over 70 countries 

around the world, are all 100% Made 

in Italy. What’s more, we work with 

specialist suppliers in the same region 

as our Italian production plants, 

enhancing the local technology hub.

At each stage of design, manufacture 

and assembly, our goal is total quality. 

The kind of quality that can energise 

a stage, transform a skyline, and illuminate 

exciting new horizons.

MyWay - Mexico Gradara Castle - Italy

Coeur de Ville en lumières - Montpellier, France
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‘Hang in there (you will be fine)’ - Amsterdam, The Netherlands

DYNAMIC LIGHTING 
FOR DAZZLING RESULTS

Through increasing specialisation over more than 
30 years, we have developed a range of dynamic 

lighting solutions for entertainment and architecture.

We offer a comprehensive range 

of technologically advanced dynamic 

lighting solutions. In the entertainment 

world, lighting design can be the very heart 

of the show, and for over 30 years, we’ve 

been developing innovative ways to animate 

sets and illuminate performances.

Working to satisfy the increasingly 

sophisticated demands of this market has 

allowed us to develop an advanced range 

of products that make the same dynamic 

technology available for cutting-edge 

applications in the architecture sector.

By focusing our efforts on dynamic 

lighting for entertainment and architectural 

applications, we can ensure dazzling results 

every time, whatever the backdrop.



OUR LIGHT COMES FROM WITHIN

From design consultancy and expert advice 
to customisation and post-sales support, 

we have the expertise to offer a full range 
of dedicated services.

The brightest lights in DTS are the people. 

It is the interplay of individual skills, 

knowledge and experience that allows us 

to provide such a comprehensive range 

of products, services and solutions.

A highly qualified team including our R&D 

department and in-house lighting designer 

is always available to provide expert advice, 

evaluating the best technical solution 

for each requirement. 

And as we control the entire production 

chain, we can design, prototype 

and produce customised products 

for any installation.

At DTS, we take our work seriously. 

And it shows. We offer our customers 

an all-inclusive service that is unrivalled 

on the market, intently nurturing each 

project from start to finish.

Manuc Bey - Moldova
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SHEIKH 
ZAYED ROAD 
BRIDGE
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

To highlight the impressive 
new Sheikh Zayed Road Bridge that spans 

the Dubai Water Canal, local company 
Magical Water Fountains was asked to create 

a waterfall system like nothing ever seen before 
anywhere in the world.

The project
The designers proposed a stunning 

160-metre-long saltwater cascade flowing 

from the sides of the bridge into the canal, 

the whole thing illuminated dynamically 

by a large number of extremely 

bright projectors. Being positioned 

underwater, the projectors also 

had to be remotely powered.

The solution
Magical Water Fountains commissioned 

DTS to develop a customised underwater 

projector to satisfy the demands 

of the project. We took advantage 

of new Osram technology to create 

the Helios Bronze FC. 

Thanks to the 240 units supplied, this 

dramatic water feature is illuminated 

every night by dynamic coloured lighting, 

making its own unique contribution 

to Dubai’s futuristic cityscape.

Key features 

• high-quality RGBW colour mixing

•  IP68 / designed for fountains  

and other water features

• extremely powerful

• housing: Bronze / 316 Stainless steel

• also suitable for use outside water

• custom versions available on request

• choice of different lenses available

 

Installation 

With its reinforced structure in stainless 

steel and bronze, HELIOS BRONZE is 

made to be reliable over the long term. 

The unit is fitted with an adjustable 

bracket or a round flange for recessed 

installation. For underwater installation, 

local norms should be respected.

The brightest projector 
in its range, HELIOS BRONZE 
is designed for medium to large 
underwater applications, offering 
high-quality RGBW colour mixing  
with an endless palette of colours. 

Light and water in beautiful harmony 

Ideal for use in fountains and other 

water features, HELIOS BRONZE is an 

extremely powerful IP68 underwater 

projector featuring Full Colour LEDs. 

Each unit is available with different 

optics and can be fitted with a variety 

of lenses and additional holographic 

filters depending on the specific 

requirements of the installation. 

HELIOS BRONZE is powered by 

DRIVENET 416 / 832 / 1664 power 

supplies, and is the brightest projector 

in its range. 

HELIOS BRONZE

HELIOS 
BRONZE



KASTEEL DE 
KEVERBERG 
Kessel, The Netherlands 



Partially destroyed at the end of WWII, 
this historic castle had lost its original majesty. 

In 2011, the local council consented to its renovation, 
specifically requesting that the project should blend 

old and new architectural styles.

The project
After three years of research, 

the “Shards of the past” project was 

presented, enriching the original structure 

with modern sections made of steel 

and glass. The juxtaposition between old 

and new was to be enhanced by the use 

of two contrasting types of illumination.

The solution
The lighting design required the old parts 

of the building to be illuminated from the 

outside by white LEDs, and the new parts 

to be lit from the inside in dynamic colour. 

Few companies are capable of providing 

high-quality lighting of both types, 

so the Lighting Designer came to DTS. 

Our customised solution included 

254 customised projectors, with beams that 

could be adapted to the irregular contours 

of the building.

Compact and luminous, 
TITAN represents a versatile, 
high-quality colour mixing 
solution for temporary or fixed 
outdoor installations. 

Bright and beautiful from any angle 

TITAN is a compact and robust IP65 

Wash light fitted with 15 high-power 

Ostar RGBW LEDs. Customisable 

for a variety of architectural and other 

applications, both temporary 

and fixed. The unit is available with 

a choice of different LEDs and beam 

angles, and can be fitted with additional 

filters to further enlarge its projection 

range. TITAN can be powered 

by an external PSU (DRIVENET), 

and is also available fitted with 2 

different integrated PSUs. 

FREELINE is the stylish, 
compact LED bar that provides 
lighting freedom and flexibility 
for both indoor and outdoor 
installations. 

Get in line for lighting freedom 

Boasting a clean and stylish design, 

this compact IP65 rated LED light bar 

is versatile and waterproof, making it 

suitable for a variety of indoor 

and outdoor applications.

FREELINE is fitted with 8 Ostar RGBW 

LEDs. It is available with a choice of 

different beam angles for high-quality 

colour mixing, and can be fitted with 

additional filters to further enlarge its 

projection range. This DMX-controlled 

unit can be powered by a DRIVENET 

remote power supply. 

FREELINETITAN

TITAN SOLO TITAN

FREELINE 60
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ONE WORLD 
TRADE CENTER 
New York, USA

Completed in 2014, One World Trade Center 
is the tallest building in in the Western Hemisphere, 

and an important icon for the nation and the city. 
To further heighten its symbolic power, 

the 124-metre spire on the top of the building 
required suitably impressive illumination.

The project
The lighting concept was notable more 

for its scale than for its complexity, 

but the designers’ key requirements were 

clear: to breathe life into the highest point 

in America, and to have the ability to mark 

each day of the year by changing colour 

according to the needs of the moment.

The solution
Thanks to the 80 DELTA 8 B projectors 

supplied by DTS and positioned 

at six different levels on the rooftop, the 

spire is brilliantly and evenly illuminated 

from top to bottom. In addition to perfect 

colour mixing, the heavy duty DELTA 

units offer the crucial advantage of remote 

controllability, ensuring extreme ease 

of use in an extreme installation.

Key features 

• 48 or 36 x Ostar RGBW LEDs

• high-quality colour mixing

• IP65 rated waterproof wash light

• ETL certified (Delta 12)

• customisable for various applications

• choice of different LEDs available

• DMX-controlled

Flexibility from any perspective 

DELTA is available with a choice 

of optics, plus different holographic 

filters, offering a variety of projection 

angles for easy adaptability 

to the needs of any installation. 

It’s the reliable way to ensure uniform 

projection on large-scale surfaces.

Demanding installations require 
robust, reliable solutions. 
Designed for heavy-duty 
applications, DELTA is an extra-
bright LED wash light with an IP65 
rating, offering a wide palette 
of colours. 

Ready to rise to any challenge 

This high-power IP65 LED wash light 

was developed to replace high-power 

discharge luminaries with compact high-

efficiency fixtures. In fact, maximum 

power consumption is just 250W 

to 500W. Easy to handle for temporary 

installations, DELTA also boasts a level 

of robustness that makes it perfect 

for demanding fixed installations, such 

as high buildings, monuments, and large 

venues. The unit can be powered 

by an external PSU, and is also available 

with an integrated PSU.

DELTA

DELTA 12



TECHNOPOLIS 
Athens, Greece



PIXEL DROP - M30

FOS 100 – INTEGRATED PSU

FOS 100 – EXTERNAL PSU

Created for large LED matrix 
systems, PIXEL DROP offers 
full IP65 protection against 
atmospheric agents. 

Make your point with precision 

PIXEL DROP is a compact, 

waterproof LED projector designed

to be used as a single pixel 

of a matrix system in architectural 

installations. 

The product comes in two different 

sizes and powers: 

PIXEL DROP, made up of 3 Ostar 

RGWB LEDs, and MINI PIXEL DROP, 

with only one LED. 

A choice of different LED types 

is available. PIXEL DROP 

is powered by DRIVENET power 

supplies and can be easily customised 

for any type of installation. 

Powerful, flexible FOS 
is the best lighting option 
for uniform backgrounds 
and cyclorama angles. 

Bring any background to the fore 

Fitted with 15 Ostar RGBW LEDs, 

this powerful LED bar can be used 

either for background lighting 

or for linear effects. 

It is available with a choice of LEDs, 

it has interchangeable beam angles 

and can be fitted with additional 

filters to expand its projection range. 

Compact and robust, FOS is IP65 

rated and ETL certified. It can be used 

with an external PSU (DRIVENET), 

or can be fitted with 2 different 

integrated PSUs: IP20 rated 

with rental connectors, 

or IP65 rated for fixed installations. 

FOSPIXEL
DROP

Technopolis was the brainchild of a lighting designer 
whose office window looked out onto an abandoned 

gasworks in the heart of Athens. His goal? 
To revitalise the former industrial site and light up 

the urban darkness.

The project
With the city council on board, the project 

evolved into what is now a major industrial 

museum and cultural venue occupying an 

area of 30,000 square metres. 

The design involved illuminating two of the 

old gasometers adaptively, in such a way 

that the lighting fixtures would be invisible.

The solution
DTS was able to satisfy the lighting 

designer’s brief by providing high-quality 

projectors compact enough to be installed 

in specific points of the main construction 

and highlight its structural features. 

The effects created perfectly satisfy 

the aims of the urban redevelopment 

project, providing bold colour 

and dynamic effects that help bring 

the structures vividly to life.
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Sparta Stadium - Rotterdam

REMOTE POWER, 
ADVANCED CONTROL 

Remote power makes it possible to decentralise 
the device from the projector, enabling more effective 

solutions in the event of a power failure.

DRIVENET is a new generation of digital 

power supplies and controllers for large 

networks of LED projectors.

Designed to supply, control and monitor 

LED networks centrally and remotely 

(at a distance of up to 100 metres), 

DRIVENET units offer total flexibility 

and absolute reliability. They can be easily 

networked and centrally managed via 

the ArtNet protocol over a LAN, allowing 

the current and voltage of connected 

projectors to be monitored via a built-in 

touch screen.

With a range of 8 different models 

to choose from, DRIVENET provides 

effective solutions tailored to the most 

complex and demanding lighting 

installations, whether indoors, outdoors 

or underwater.



OUTDOOR LED PROJECTORS 

Outdoor LED Projectors are a range of hi-tech compact lighting fixtures, developed with a stylish design, 

fitted with high-power RGBW or White LEDs. 

Outdoor LED Projectors offer reliable solutions for any kind of outdoor architectural lighting application, 

featuring an IP65 or IP67 protection rate (depending on the models).

The units are available with different beam angles that provide multiple projection options.

The units offer different mounting options, such as a multi-purpose adjustable bracket or a round flange 

for recessed floor or wall installation, complemented with dedicated accessories.

MICROFOCUS R EOSFOCUS MINIFOCUS

TITAN BRICK FREELINE TERRA

PIXEL DROP HD

SAV FOS

NIKI TIN

HELIOS R

PIXEL DROPFOCUS ZOOM IP65

UNDERWATER LED PROJECTORS 

Underwater LED Projectors are a range of hi-tech compact IP68-rated lighting fixtures fitted with high-

power RGBW color LEDs, developed for permanent underwater and near water lighting applications.

The units are available in a range of sizes and LED powers suitable for small to large installations.

The units feature a reinforced structure made of bronze and 316 stainless steel that make them reliable 

for long-term use, also in salt water. The units are available with different optics that provide always 

the most suitable projection for any water feature.

The units are fitted with an adjustable bracket or a round flange for recessed installation, 

complemented with dedicated accessories.

HELIOS BRONZE DIVE 12 DIVE 6 DIVE 3 DIVE 1 DONUT



INDOOR LED PROJECTORS

Indoor LED Projectors are a range of stylish fixtures fitted with high-power RGBW or White LEDs, 

designed for indoor installation (IP20-rated). 

The units offer specific fitting options, such as a recessed installation in ceilings or walls, 

and are suitable for any location where top quality light, compactness 

and versatility are required.

The units are available with different 

beam angles that provide multiple projection options.

VICE R STYLE INQUADRO FOS CEILING

FOCUS ZOOMEYESUN DEEPX SUN

LED DRIVERS 

DRIVENET is a new generation of digital power supplies/controllers, available in a range of models tailored 

to provide effective solutions to the most demanding lighting installations, 

either indoor/outdoor or underwater.

DRIVENET units can remotely supply, control and monitor the status of large networks of LED projectors, 

with total flexibility and reliability.

DRIVENET units can be easily networked and centrally managed on a LAN.

DRIVENET DRIVENET DIN
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